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EFFECTS OF THE REACTOR COOLANT PUMPS 
FOLLOWING A SMALL BREAK IN A WESTINGHOUSE PWR

by

Jan Elliott Koenig 

ABSTRACT

Numerical simulations of the thermal-hydraulic events 
following a small cold-leg break in a Westinghouse 
pressurized water reactor were performed to address the 
"pumps-on/off" issue. The mode of pump operation was varied 
in each calculation to ascertain the optimum mode. It was 
found that pump operation was not critical for this break 
size and location because the fuel rods remained cool in all 
accidents analyzed. In terms of system mass, however, it 
was preferable to leave the pumps in operation.



I. INTRODUCTION
The optimum mode of pump operation during a small-break loss-of-coolant 

accident (SBLOCA) became an important issue as a result of the accident at Three 
Mile Island. Tripping the last two of the four reactor coolant pumps (RCP) 
during the accident probably led directly to core damage. This analysis will 
address this issue based on the results of comprehensive best estimate numerical 
simulations of SBLOCAs.

A series of calculations modeling an SBLOCA at Zion-1, a Westinghouse 
pressurized water reactor (PWR) near Chicago, 111., has been performed to help 
determine whether it is preferable to trip the pumps at high-pressure injection 
(HPI) initiation (the present operator directive), at some later time in the 
transient, or whether to leave the pumps running indefinitely. A 4-inch-diam, 
cold-leg break with full emergency core cooling (ECC) has been analyzed and 
compared with the Loss-Of-Fluid Test (LOFT) and Semiscale pumps-on/off 
experiments. This report examines only the thermal-hydraulic aspects of pump 
operation during an SBLOCA; the question of how long the RCP can continue to 
operate under accident conditions is not addressed.

The pumps-off-at-HPI-initiation and pumps-on calculations are presented 
individually and then compared. This is followed by a study of the significance 
of the downcomer-to-upper-plenum bypass, which was not modeled in the other 
calculations. A comparison with LOFT and Semiscale pumps-on/off experiments 
concludes the pumps-on/off section. The effect of a delayed pump trip also is 
investigated. For the 4-inch-diam, cold-leg break, pumps are tripped at 10 min 
and also at the time corresponding to minimum system inventory.

The computer code used in the analysis is the Transient Reactor Analysis 
Code! (TRAC-PD2) with some modifications. The changes include reducing the 
condensation rate in the one-dimensional components and some small adjustments 
in the drift-flux calculation. Other features added to TRAC-PD2 are reactivity 
feedback and the LOFT pump model and head degradation multiplier.

II. MODELING DETAILS
A Westinghouse four-loop PWR with full emergency core coolant injection is 

modeled in the study. The system schematic is given in Fig. 1. The noding is 
fairly coarse to allow for a more expedient computation. The vessel consists of 
eight axial levels: two in the lower plenum, four in the core, one for the upper 
plenum, and one representing the upper head. Radially, the vessel is divided at
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the downcomer and azimuthally into a one-quarter segment for the broken-loop 
connection and a three-quarters segment for the intact-loops' connections. The 
intact loops have been combined into one loop, which contains the pressurizer. 
Accumulator flow is regulated by a static check valve, opening on a pressure 
differential (AP) of 0.14 MPa and closing on a AP of 0.07 MPa. The high- and 
low-pressure safety-injection flows are determined by a table of mass flow vs 
primary pressure. The break is located downstream of the pump between the ECC 
injection nozzle and the vessel. Table I gives the steady-state conditions.

III. PUMPS-ON/OFF CALCULATIONS
A. Introduction

A summary of the major events in the pumps-on/off calculations is given in 
Table II. A four-inch-diam, cold-leg break initiated the transient. The system 
rapidly depressurized until the fluid saturated at 7.7 MPa. The reactor tripped 
on a low-pressure signal in the pressurizer (13.16 MPa) at 10.1 s. At this 
time, the secondary side of the steam generator was isolated by tripping the 
main feedwater and closing the main steam-line valve; high-pressure injection 
also began. The auxiliary feedwater flow was initiated 60 s after the reactor 
trip signal. At no point in any of the accident sequences did the fuel-rod 
temperatures exceed the steady-state value.

The initial accumulator pressure was 4.24 MPa and the low-pressure 
injection (LPI) setpoint was 1.07 MPa. In some of the cases, full LPI flow was 
not reached because the primary-system pressure was prevented from falling when 
reverse heat transfer from the secondary side of the steam generators occurred. 
In the calculations, no operator intervention was assumed. The operators 
probably could depressurize the secondary side by opening the atmospheric-relief 
valves or condenser-dump valves. The secondary side would cool, which, in turn, 
would cool the primary side; the lower primary pressure would enhance the LPI 
flow.
B. Pumps Off at HPI Initiation

When the pumps were tripped at HPI initiation (9.5 s), the flow directions 
at the vessel entrance to the broken cold leg reversed after the pumps coasted 
down (about 200 s). Thus, flow was out the break both from the pump side of the 
loop and from the vessel.



TABLE I 

STEADY-STATE CONDITIONS

Parameter
Nominal
Value TRAC

1. Power (MW)
2. System pressure (MPa)
3. Average velocity 

along fuel rods (m/s)
4. Coolant temperature (K)

a. Inlet to the core
b. Outlet to the core
c. Temperature difference 

across core
5. Primary loops' total 

mass flow (kg/s)
6. Steam generators' 

secondary side
a. Heat transfer for

each steam generator (MW)
b. Feedwater temperature (K)

c. Pressure (MPa)
d. Steam temperature (K)
e. Exit void fraction

7. Pressure drops (MPa)

a. Vessel 
(including nozzles)

b. Core
c. Hot legs
d. Steam generators
e. Total

3250.0
15.51

4.66

549.9
585.5

35.6

26160.0

812.5
495.5

5.06
536.7
0.9999

0.3585
0.2068
0.0207
0.2075
0.63

3250.0
15.51

4.66

550.4
585.5

35.1

26270.0

814.4
495.5

5.05
537.1
0.9999

0.3929
0.2038
0.0484
0.2015
0.64



TABLE II 

SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

Time(s)
Event

1. Small break occurred.

2. a. Reactor trip (on low-pressure
signal from pressurizer).

b. HPI initiated.

c. Main feedwater terminated.

d. Main steam-line valve 
on the steam-generator 
secondary closed.

3. Power decay initiated.

Pumps On 

0.0 
9.5

Pumps Off

0.0
9.5

(pumps
are tripped)

10.1 10.1

4. Upper plenum reached saturation.

5. Auxiliary feedwater on the 
secondary side of the steam 
generator initiated.

6. Accumulators turned on.

7. Accumulators emptied.

8. LPI initiated.

69.0

69.5

1190.0

3165.0

3220.0

53.0

69.5

885.0

2750.0

3000.0

Without the action of the pump to homogenize the fluid, phase separation 
occurred and liquid flowed to the lower elevations of the system. This phase 
separation led to plugging of the loop seals (the U-shaped section of piping 
between the steam-generator outlet and the pump suction leg).

This loop-seal plugging accounted for a major difference in the system 
masses between the pumps-on and pumps-off calculations. With the aid of Fig. 2, 
the system behavior while the loop seals were plugged may be summarized as 
follows:



STEAMGENERATOR;

LOOP SEAL

Fig. 2.
Illustration of loop-seal plugging.



1. At 200 s, the loop flows stagnated, with liquid filling the loop seals.

2. Boiling in the core increased the pressure in the upper plenum.

3. Increased pressure exerted a force on the liquid level in the core and 
in the loop seal.

4. Both core and loop-seal liquid levels decreased at the same elevation.

5. At 550 s, when the levels decreased to the elevation of the bottom of 
the loop seal, the loop seal cleared of liquid.

6. This clearing created a vent path for the steam generated in the core, 
and the core liquid level recovered almost immediately.

7. Thus, the core uncovered to a level corresponding to the minimum loop- 
seal elevation. The core level did not decrease past this point 
because the loop seals became the path of least resistance. This was 
because the opposing forces to the steam pressure are the hydrostatic 
head between the core and downcomer and the hydrostatic head between 
the downside and upside of the loop seal. The maximum opposing force 
was reached when the liquid levels in the core and loop seal reached
the minimum loop-seal elevation. At this point, the loop seal cleared,
and with the steam pressure relieved, the core level recovered.

The accumulator setpoint was reached at 885 s. With the pumps off, 
accumulator flow in the broken downcomer filled with liquid; most of the
accumulator flow from the intact loops flowed around the downcomer and out the
break. The system was slow to refill once the components of the primary system 
below the break filled because liquid then drained out the break. The maximum 
LPI flow was not attained because the primary-system pressure was prevented from 
falling by reverse heat transfer from the secondary side. The calculation was 
terminated at 3300 s, after LPI flow had injected for 200 s.

According to this calculation, there were no unacceptable consequences of 
tripping the pumps at HPI initiation. No temperature excursion occurred and the 
core remained full during almost the entire transient. Figs. 3 - 9  demonstrate 
some of the dominant phenomena of the transient.



(1) Primary-System Mass (Fig. 3). System mass loss was considerable while 
the loop seals were plugged (200-550 s). Refill, which began with accumulator 
injection at 885 s, was slow because considerable emergency cooling liquid 
flowed out the break.

3.0
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0 5
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Fig. 3.
Primary-system mass— pumps off.



(2) Prlmary-System Pressure (Fig. 4). Subcooled blowdown lasted about
55 s until the system reached saturation at 7.7 MPa. The first plateau
(200-550 s) occurred when the loop seals plugged. When the loop seals cleared,
the fluid exiting the break was primarily steam, causing a rapid
depressurization until 1200 s. Once the accumulator check valves closed after 
the initial injection, the energy to bring the subcooled accumulator liquid to 
saturation went into boiling the primary fluid; this caused the second pressure 
plateau at 1200-1500 s.
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Fig. 4.
Primary-system pressure— pumps off.
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(3) Core Liquid Volume Fraction (Fig. 5). The core liquid level decreased 
while the loop seals were plugged (200-550 s). As the core level lowered 
(indicated by the dip in the curve), the hydrostatic head between the core and 
downcomer increased. When the maximum head was reached in the loop seal, the 
loop seal cleared.

o 0 9

1500 2000
Time (s)

2500 3000 3500

Fig. 5.
Core liquid volume fraction— pumps off.
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(4) Break and HPI/LPI Mass Flow (Fig. 6). The first peak In the break 
mass flow was caused by the plugging of the loop seals. Downcomer liquid was 
pushed out the break as a result of a pressure buildup in the upper plenum 
because of the plugged loop seals. The other peaks correspond to times of 
accumulator injection. HPI/LPI flow began to overtake the break flow only when 
LPI initiated at 3000 s.
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$o 400
Ll.
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o 200
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500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
Time (s)
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Fig. 6.
Break and HPI/LPI mass flow— pumps off.
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(5) Break Volumetric Flow (Fig. 7). After the loop seals cleared at 
550 s, a large steam flow with its higher specific volume allowed the system to 
depressurize rapidly. Notice, however, the mass flow had dropped sharply.

w 1.2

>  0.4

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
Time (s)

3500

Fig. 7.
Break volumetric flow— pumps off.
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(6) Loop-Seal Void Fraction (Fig. 8). Both loop seals cleared enough to 
create a steam vent path at about 470 s. The broken loop completely cleared 
first because the break induced a slightly larger pressure differential. 
Because the intact loop was still available to relieve the steam, no problem 
arose when the broken loop seal refilled with liquid at 750 s.

—  Intact loop 
- -  B roken  loop0.8

k.U-

02

0.2
2000 2500 3000 3500500 1000 15000

Time i s )

Fig. 8.
Loop seal void fraction— pumps off.
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(7) Pressure Differential Between Upper Plenum and Downcomer (Fig. 9).
This plot shows the pressure buildup in the upper plenum during the period of 
loop-seal blockage (200-550 s).
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Fig. 9.
Pressure differential between upper plenum and downcomer— pumps off.
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C. Pumps-On Calculation
When the pumps were left running, the 2.5% break did not affect the normal 

flow directions. The action of the pump also served to distribute the liquid 
evenly throughout the system, maintaining a homogenized two-phase mixture. 
After several hundred seconds, the core retained only 28% of its initial liquid 
volume. The rods were cooled, however, by the forced convection to the 
two-phase mixture. Minimum system mass was reached at 1190 s, just before the 
accumulators started refilling the system. LPI flow initiated at 3185 s, and 
the vessel was refilled almost completely by 4000 s.

The decreased liquid fraction in the core did not result in increased core 
temperatures. Thus, leaving the pump in operation was acceptable in these 
terms. Figs. 10 - 14 depict some of the primary features of the transient.
D. Comparison of Pumps-Off and Ptunps-On Calculations

The primary parameters of the pumps-on/off calculations are compared in 
Figs. 15 - 20 to determine the preferable mode of pump operation. In terms of 
core uncovery and rod heat-up, it makes no difference whether the pumps are 
tripped. In terms of system mass, it is somewhat preferable to leave the pumps 
running. The loop-seal behavior strongly affects the system liquid inventory.

16



(1) Prlmary-System Mass (Fig. 10). Primary-system mass depleted to 
one-third its original value before the accumulators came on. The small peaks 
after 1190 s represent slugs of accumulator liquid that entered the system and 
then exited through the break.
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Fig. 10. 
Primary-system mass— pumps on.
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(2) Prlmary-System Pressure (Fig. 11). Subcooled blowdown lasted about 
55 s until the system fluid reached saturation at 7.7 MPa. The accumulator 
setpoint of 4.24 MPa was reached at 1190 s causing the pressure to fluctuate. 
The LPI setpoint of 1.07 MPa was reached at 3185 s.
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Fig. 11.
Primary-system pressure— pumps on.
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(3) Core Liquid Volume Fraction (Fig. 12). The rods were cooled by forced 
convection although the liquid volume fraction in the core dropped to 0.28. 
Accumulator flow restored the core liquid inventory to 90% of its original 
volume 1100 s after its initiation. Small spikes in the liquid fraction were 
slugs of accumulator liquid moving through the system before the pump completely 
mixed the fluid.
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Fig. 12.
Core liquid volume fraction— pumps on.
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(4) Break and HPI/LPI Mass Flow (Fig. 13). The operation of the pump 
added momentum to the accumulator fluid on the broken loop and swept most of it 
past the break. At 2500 s, flow from the HPI pumps was greater than the break 
flow and, together with the accumulators, replenished the primary-system mass 
inventory.
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Fig. 13.
Break and HPI/LPI mass flow— pumps on.
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(5) Steam-Generator Primary and Secondary Pressures (Fig. 14). The secon
dary side of the steam generator pressurized when isolated at the reactor trip. 
The pressurization ended when the ARV setpoint of 7.24 MPa was reached. After 
60 s, the auxiliary feedwater flow initiated and the pressure began to decrease. 
Feedwater continued until the tubes were covered; this liquid level was 
maintained for the remainder of the transient. The secondary side acted as a 
heat sink for the first 800 s and as a heat source after 1000 s.
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Fig. 14.
Steam-generator primary and secondary pressures— pumps on.
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(1) Primary-System Mass (Fig. 15). Primary-system mass differed s ignif
icantly for the two cases. For the pumps-off case, the loop seals were plugged, 
which resulted in a high-density flu id  exiting the break. This accounted for 
the major difference in i t ia l ly  in system masses for the pumps-off and pumps-on 
cases. The next major difference with the pumps not running was the large 
quantity of accumulator liquid lost out the break. Also, the pumps maintained a 
two-phase mixture of uniform void fraction throughout the system, which allowed 
i t  to r e f i l l  substantially; i f  the pumps were not operating, the flu id  flowed 
out the break.
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Fig. 15.
Primary-system mass—pumps off and pumps on.
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(2) Prlmary-System Pressure (Fig. 16). In general, the operating pumps 
kept the system pressure slightly higher than the tripped pumps. Thus, the 
accumulator valves opened 205 s later compared with the pumps-off case.
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Fig. 16.
Primary-system pressure— pumps off and pumps on.
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(3) Core Liquid Volume Fraction (Fig. 17). Although the pumps-on case 
showed significantly more core uncovery, the action of the pumps kept the rods 
cooled even with considerably less primary mass.
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Fig. 17.
Core liquid volume fraction— pumps off and pumps on.
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(4) Break Mass Flow (Fig. 18). Clearly illustrated are the increases in 
break flow in the pumps-off case while the loop seals were plugged (200-550 s) 
and while the accumulators were injecting (885-2750 s).
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Fig. 18.
Break mass flow— pumps off and pumps on.
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(5) Integrated Break Mass Flow (Fig. 19). At 3000 s, approximately 20% 
more mass had been lost out the break when the pumps were tripped at HPI 
initiation.
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Integrated break mass flow— pumps off and pumps on.
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(6) Rod Temperatures (Fig. 20). The rods did not heat in either case. 
Because the accumulator setpoint was reached earlier with the pumps off, the 
rods were kept slightly cooler.
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Fig. 20.
Rod temperatures— pumps off and pumps on.
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E. Significance of the Downcomer-to-Upper-Plenum Bypass
Because the loop-seal plugging dramatically affected the primary-system 

mass, further study was warranted. In the pumps-off-without-bypass calculation, 
the downcomer-to-upper-plenum bypass was not modeled. This could have a large 
effect, however, if sufficient steam were vented through the bypass area to 
prevent the pressure buildup in the upper plenum while the loop seals were 
plugged. Primary-system mass would not be depleted as much as in the 
pumps-off-without-bypass calculation.

The bypass is present because the hot leg is not welded to the core-barrel 
assembly. To make repairs to the internals of the core-barrel assembly, the 
capability must exist to lift the assembly out of the vessel. Thus, the hot leg 
fits snugly next to the core-barrel assembly, but a bypass flow amounting to 
1-2% of the loop flow passes from the downcomer to the upper plenum during 
steady-state operation. An exact value for the bypass flow area is not known. 
In this calculation, the area was adjusted during steady state to give a bypass 
flow of 1.2% during steady-state operating conditions. This corresponds to a 
gap width of 1.0 x 10”  ̂m (40 mils).

During the period that the loop seals were plugged, only slight differences 
were seen between the calculation with bypass modeled and that without bypass. 
The bypass lessened the pressure buildup slightly in the upper plenum so that 
less liquid was pushed out the break from the downcomer. The flow through the 
bypass was a 10-kg/s, two-phase mixture.

Surprisingly, significant differences were seen after the loop seals 
cleared during accumulator flow. Without the bypass, the steam generated in the 
core and subsequent pressure increase in the upper plenum exerted a downward 
force on the fluid in the core, preventing the complete refilling of the vessel. 
With the bypass modeled, the pressure in the downcomer and upper plenum 
equilibrated, allowing the liquid level in the upper plenum to rise as high as 
the hot legs. This amounted to about 15 000 kg additional mass in the system, 
which could be important in keeping the core cooled.

This calculation has shown that not only the loop seals but also the 
downcomer-to-upper-plenum bypass is important in determining the preferred mode 
of pump operation. A 1.2% bypass flow gave the system different refill 
characteristics, which, in turn, narrowed the differences in primary-system 
masses. Figs. 2 1 - 2 4  give some comparisons of the more interesting parameters.
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(1) Primary-System Mass (Flg» 21). With bypass modeled, the system mass 
leveled at a value 30% higher.
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Fig. 21.
Primary-system mass— pumps on and pumps off with/without bypass.
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(2) Primary-System Pressure (Fig. 22). Differences in pressure while the 
loop seals were blocked were undetectable. The differences were caused by 
different accumulator injections.
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Fig. 22.
Primary-system pressure— pumps off with/without bypass.
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(3) Core Liquid Volume Fraction (Fig. 23). The bypass lessened the first 
core uncovery. The second core uncovery occurred in the bypass calculation 
because the intact loop seal (actually three combined loops) rather than the
broken loop seal refilled with accumulator liquid at about 850 s. Because 3
loop seals were plugged instead of the 1 broken loop seal in the
pumps-off-without-bypass case, a slight pressure buildup occurred in the upper 
head. This resulted in a small second core uncovery.
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Fig. 23.
Core liquid volume fraction— pumps off with/without bypass.
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(4) Break Mass Flow (Fig. 24). A comparison of mass flow out the break 
shows that bypass did not have much effect on break flow during loop-seal 
plugging. However, behavior of the system while the accumulators were injecting 
was very different.
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Break mass flow— pumps off with/without bypass.
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F. Experimental Information
The pumps-on/off issue also has been studied experimentally at the LOFT and 

S e m i s c a l e 3>4 facilities at EG&G, Idaho. LOFT had less system mass loss with
the pumps off than with the pumps on, whereas Semiscale results showed the
opposite. An in-depth analysis is not intended. The overlaid plots present a 
brief comparison.

1. LOFT. The conclusions drawn from the LOFT experiments differ from
those presented in this report. Basically, the LOFT L3-5 and L3-6 experiments 
showed substantially less mass in the system when the pumps were left operating. 
Zion-1 best estimate calculations showed the opposite.

Several factors may account for the differences.
a. Loop-Seal Geometry and Bypass.
i. LOFT. The bottom of the loop seal in LOFT had a higher elevation

relative to the core than a full-scale Westinghouse reactor. Also, LOFT had
5-8% downcomer-to-upper-plenum bypass.

ii. Zion Model. The loop seal and bypass were important when the pumps 
were not operating. A bypass of 1-2% is typical of a full-scale PWR. Pressure 
buildup in the upper plenum caused by the comparatively small bypass flow will 
cause the liquid level in the vessel to drop to the minimum loop-seal elevation 
in the pumps-off case.

b. Break Configuration.
i. LOFT. LOFT had a break orifice at the end of a horizontal

0.4-m-length pipe connected to the centerline of the cold leg. The break pipe 
had a flow area two orders of magnitude smaller than the cold leg, so that as 
the fluid accelerated in the smaller pipe, the fluid properties changed and
differed somewhat from the fluid properties of the cold leg when the fluid 
reached the break. When the pumps were off, the fluid stratified, giving a high 
steam flow with some entrained droplets when the liquid level dropped below the 
break orifice.

ii. Zion Model. The break is located at the cold leg. Because the break
pipe is one dimensional, the effects of a stratified flow regime on the break 
flow were not calculated. Because void fraction was an average over a mesh 
cell, even if the flow stratified with the pumps off indicating the break flow 
should become mainly steam, TRAC would not calculate it.
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c« ECC•
1. LOFT. LOFT had HPI flow directly into the reactor downcomer. The 

accumulators were valved out for the experiments. Because the break was located 
on the cold leg, HPI liquid did not have to travel past the break to deliver 
liquid to the core. Because the accumulators were valved out in both L3-5 and 
L3-6, the LOFT primary-system inventories showed excessive mass depletion.

ii. Zion Model. Zion-1 had full ECC flow into the cold legs. The 
accumulators were modeled with full injection capability. The break was located 
on the cold leg between the ECC injection point and the vessel.

d. Other. Other differences between the experimental facility and the 
Zion-1 calculation such as slightly different initial conditions and the absence 
of a separate broken loop in LOFT probably had less influence.

Qualitatively, the comparison between LOFT and Zion-1 is fairly good, given 
the differences in system geometry and ECC performance. Figs. 25 - 27 overlay 
the system pressures, break mass fluxes, and rod temperatures when the pumps are 
off and Figs. 28 - 30 give these parameters when the pumps are on.

In summary, the conclusions drawn from LOFT and Zion-1 differed because of 
loop-seal geometry and the differences in the downcomer-to-upper-plenum bypass. 
The break configuration also played an important role.

2. Semiscale. Tests S-SB-Pl and S-SB-P7 showed that during an SBLOCA 
more system mass remained when the pumps were on than when the pumps were off. 
Semiscale results were close to those of Zion-1. Many similarities existed 
between the experiments and the calculations, which may explain the similar 
results. The similarities included the following factors:

a. Semiscale break configuration simulated a break in the side of the 
cold leg.

b. Elevations in the loop-seal geometry were preserved.
c. Little downcomer-to-upper-plenum bypass was present.
d. HPI flowed into the cold leg upstream of the break.
It is uncertain what information can be derived from Semiscale concerning a 

full-scale PWR. Accumulators were valved out resulting in excessively low 
primary-system liquid inventories. However, with its break, loop-seal, and 
bypass geometry, these experiments qualitatively supported TRAC calculations of 
the Zion-1 plant. Figs. 31 - 32 compare the primary-system pressures for 
Semiscale and Zion-1.
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(1) Prlmary-System Pressure (Fig. 25). The effect of loop-seal plugging 
was not seen in LOFT because of the higher loop-seal elevation and the large 
bypass. Apparently, the bypass was enough to relieve the upper plenum pressure 
buildup and allow for steam flow out the break.
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Fig. 25.
Primary-system pressure— pumps off and LOFT L3-5.
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(2) Break Mass Flux (Fig. 26). Because the large bypass prevented a 
pressure buildup in the upper plenum, liquid was not forced out the break while 
the loop seals were plugged in LOFT L3-5. Additionally, the accumulators were 
valved out. Thus, the break mass flux was considerably less in LOFT L3-5 and 
accounted for the slower system depressurization.
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Fig. 26.
Break mass flux— pumps off and LOFT L3-5.
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(3) Rod Temperatures (Fig. 27). Deviation was within experimental error 
until accumulator flow began at 855 s.
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Fig. 27.
Rod temperatures— pumps off and LOFT L3-5.
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(4) Prlmary-System Pressure (Fig. 28). LOFT depressurization was much 
slower because of the lower mass flux exiting the break. As indicated earlier, 
with the LOFT break configuration a higher exit quality resulted from flashing 
in the break pipe before the fluid reached the break orifice.
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Fig. 28.
Primary-system pressure— pumps on and LOFT L3-6.
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(5) Break Mass Flux (Fig. 29). The lower break mass flux in LOFT L3-6 was 
caused, in part, by the location of the HPI injection point in the downcomer 
rather than upstream of the break as in Zion-1. Also, accumulator flow was not 
present in LOFT, and it was present in Zion-1 after 1190 s.
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Fig. 29.
Break mass flux— pumps on and LOFT L3-6.
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(6) Rod Temperatures (Fig, 30). In Zion-1, the fuel-rod temperatures were 
only slightly lower until 1190 s. Accumulator injection began at this time, 
which led to a temperature drop of another 10 degrees.
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Rod temperatures— pumps on and LOFT L3-6.
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(7) Prlmary-System Pressure (Fig. 31). Higher steam flow out the break
accounted for the more rapid depressurization in S-SB-Pl.
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Fig. 31.
Primary-system pressure— pumps off and Semiscale S-SB-Pl.
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(8) Prlmary-System Presssure (Fig. 32). Again, a higher steam flow at the
break gave a faster depressurization in Semiscale.
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Primary-system pressure— pumps on and Semiscale S-SB-P7,
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IV. DELAYED PUMP TRIP
A. Introduction

Another option for pump operation during an SBLOCA is to trip the pumps 
some time after the transient initiation. Two such options were explored: trip 
the pumps at 10 min and trip the pumps at minimum system inventory. Ten min was 
chosen somewhat arbitrarily for a delayed pump trip. Tripping the pumps at the 
time of minimum system inventory was studied because this would be the most 
likely time for the core to uncover once the pumps no longer kept the fluid 
mixed.
B. Pump Trip at 10 Min

Ten minutes after the small break, the system was voided uniformly to 
approximately 50%. System pressure was at 5.8 MPa. The immediate effect of 
tripping the pumps was phase separation leading liquid flow to the lower 
elevations of the system. The core, which was 65% liquid, filled to 90% liquid 
where it remained for the rest of the transient. After the pumps coasted down, 
the loop seals plugged. This increased the break flow during 700-900 s. The 
loop seals cleared when the loop-seal void fraction reached about 60%. 
Accumulator flow began at 1100 s. Behavior of the system past this time was 
very similar to the pumps-off-at-HPI-initiation case. Figures 33 - 36 
illustrate the significant events.
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(1) Primary-System Pressure (Fig. 33). 
suited from the plugged loop seals.
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Fig. 33.
Primary-system pressure— trip at 10 min.
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(2) Core Liquid Volume Fraction (Fig. 34). Immediately after the pumps 
were tripped, liquid from the upper plenum filled the core.
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Fig. 34.
Core liquid volume fraction— trip at 10 min.
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(3) Break Mass Flow (Fig. 35). Loop-seal plugging forced more liquid out 
the break at 700-900 s. All HPI and accumulator flow on the broken loop was 
lost out the break.
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Fig. 35.
Break mass flow— trip at 10 min.
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(4) Loop-Seal Void Fraction (Fig. 36). With the pumps not operating, a 
void fraction of less than 60% was sufficient to plug the loop seals during 
700-900 s.
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Fig. <36.
Loop-seal void fraction— trip at 10 min.
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C. Pump Trip at Minimum System Inventory
Minimum system inventory (determined from the pumps-on case) corresponded 

to the initiation of accumulator injection at 1190 s, and so the simultaneous 
effects of both the accumulator injection and pump trip were present. Again, 
the immediate effect of shutting off the pumps was the separation of the two 
phases and the drainage of the liquid. The vessel mass increased from 33 to 55% 
almost immediately. The core filled not only with liquid from the loops but 
also the liquid from the upper plenum. The remainder of the transient was 
similar to the pumps-off calculation. These events are also presented in 
Figs. 37 - 39.
D. Comparison of Delayed Pump Trip with Other Modes of Pump Operation

The delayed pump trip resulted in slightly less core uncovery than the 
pumps-on case. Because the system refilled as slowly as in the 
pumps-off-at-HPI-initiation case, the optimum mode of pump operation was to 
leave the pumps running indefinitely. However, the core was well protected in 
all modes of pump operation for the 4-inch-diam, cold-leg break. Figures 40 - 
42 provide the clearest means of comparison.
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(1) Prlmary-System Pressure (Fig. 37). The immediate effect of tripping 
the pumps was a 0.5-MPa drop in system pressure.
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Fig. 37.
Primary-system pressure— trip at minimum inventory.
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(2) Core Liquid Volume Fraction (Flg« 38). Liquid rapidly accumulated in 
the areas of lowest elevation, including the core.
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Core liquid volume fraction— trip at minimum inventory.
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(3) Break Mass Flow (Fig. 39). By 1300 s, the pump head was insufficient 
to maintain normal flow directions and out of the vessel at the broken cold-leg 
connection. At this time, most of the accumulator liquid flowed out of the 
system.
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Fig. 39.
Break mass flow— trip at minimum inventory.
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(1) Prlmary-System Mass (Fig. 40). The benefit of pump operation during 
refill is increased system mass inventory.
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Fig. 40.
Primary-system mass— four-inch-diam break calculations.
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(2) Core Liquid Volume Fraction (Fig. 41). Voiding in the core 
begun when the reactor coolant pumps were tripped at 600 s.
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Core liquid volume fraction— trip at 10 min and pumps on.
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(3) Core Liquid Volume Fraction (Fig. 42). Minimum system mass also 
corresponded to minimum vessel mass. Accumulator flow and phase separation 
caused the core to refill.
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Core liquid volume fraction— trip at minimum inventory and pumps on.
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Five 4-lnch-diam, cold-leg break calculations were run: pumps off (with and 

without bypass), pumps on, delayed pump trip at 10 min, and delayed pump trip at 
minimum system inventory. No fuel-rod temperature excursion was present in any 
of the calculations. The core liquid mass was least with the pumps running and 
the system mass was least with the pumps off. In addition to losing 
considerably more mass out the break while the loop seals were plugged with 
liquid, the pumps-off calculation showed ECC liquid flowed out the break, making 
refill slow. The downcomer-to-upper-plenum bypass model caused different refill 
characteristics with a resulting higher primary-system mass. The delayed pump 
trip led to more core liquid mass than the pumps-on case, but the refill 
characteristics were the same as the pumps-off calculation, indicating it was 
better to leave the pumps on.

Zion-1 best estimate calculations were supported qualitatively by Semiscale 
experiments S-SB-Pl and S-SB-P7. The results did not match LOFT experiments; 
possible explanations include the differences in loop-seal geometry, vessel 
bypass, the ECC injection location, and break configuration.

In conclusion, for a 4-inch-diam, cold-leg break, the mode of pump 
operation does not significantly affect the fuel-rod temperatures. With respect 
to system mass loss, vessel bypass and loop-seal behavior have important 
effects, and TRAC-PD2 calculations of the Zion-1 plant show that under the 
limited range investigated, the preferable mode of pump operation is to leave 
the pumps running.
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